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UN Presentation- Combating the Evolving 

Threat from Foreign Terrorist Fighters  

 

Introduction 

� Terrorist groups are increasingly radicalizing 

and inciting individuals worldwide to leave their 

homes and become foreign terrorist fighters, 

leveraging the Internet and social media for 

recruitment and creating a global security 

threat.  

 

� Individuals, often young people, are being 

lured from communities worldwide to travel to 

conflict zones to join terrorist groups. These 

individuals sometimes use fraudulent identity 

documents to reach their destinations 

undetected. Those who return to their 

countries of origin pose even greater security 

risks, as they can exploit the military skills 
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they learned abroad to carry out attacks on 

their home territory 

 

� Combating the Evolving Threat from 

Foreign Terrorist Fighters 

 

� Information sharing is key to identifying 

foreign terrorist fighters and preventing them 

from crossing borders. It is [information 

sharing] the only   facet   of   effective   cross 

border   policing. It is common knowledge that 

the current generation of  terrorists  is  

technologically  savvy  and  active  on  social  

media.                                                                    

 

� They now easily access violent literature and 

propaganda on the internet. The proliferation 

of aliases  and the  growing  complexity  in  

the  abuse  of  travel  and  identity documents   

make   nominal   information   alone 

insufficient.  It is our considered view that 
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rapid exchange of information particularly 

biometric data [pictures and finger prints] is 

now a necessity in containing the activities of 

Foreign Terrorist Fighters.  

 

� The United Nations should chip in and support 

developing countries in the area of information 

sharing.  For instance there is a strong need to 

improve the use of INTERPOL tools in 

combating Foreign Terrorist Fighters. 

INTERPOL has updated   Nominal [Wanted 

Persons] and Stolen/ Lost Travel Documents 

Databases [LSTD] with fully analyzed 

information that can be shared amongst law 

enforcement agencies across the globe. 

INTERPOL’s Foreign Terrorist Fighters [FTF] 

Database currently holds almost14500 profiles 

based on colored Notices and Diffusions 

combined hence it can be of great use in 

combating terrorism.  
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� Of great concern is that Foreign Terrorist 

Fighters   travel tactics and procedures have 

shown an increasing use of a combination of 

valid and fraudulent travel documents to avoid 

detection. Stolen and lost documents, and 

particularly “stolen blanks”, remain a key asset 

for terrorist mobility.   

 

� The current main challenge being faced by 

many developing countries [Zimbabwe 

included] is the extension of the INTERPOL [I-

24/7] Secure Global Communications Network 

to border points to ensure these INTERPOL 

Databases are accessed by our law 

enforcement agencies manning our borders; 

Strong border management is the first line of 

defence in preventing foreign terrorist fighters 

from travelling hence the request for 

assistance from the United Nations. 
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� In order to mitigate the activities of foreign 

terrorist fighters countries should continue to 

sensitize members of the communities that are 

being targeted by Foreign Terrorist Fighters 

recruiting agencies. Also there has to de-

radicalization programmes for potential Foreign 

Terrorist Fighters as well as programmes 

aimed at intercultural and interreligious 

dialogue involving civil society actors.                             

 

� Social media platforms would also be utilized  

as one of the  primary means of distribution of 

awareness messages sensitizing  communities  

on the  illicit activities of Foreign Terrorist 

Fighter 

 

� In conclusion I would like to reiterate that, with 

violent extremists having suffered defeats in 

Syria and Iraq, the international community 
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must step up cooperation to address the 

complex problem of foreign terrorist fighters 

returning home or travelling to other regions.  

This is a truly global challenge that demands 

an urgent and concerted multilateral response.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


